**MUS 364L — Spring 2018**  
**Self-Assessment Project 1**

**Due Date:** Thursday, February 22  
hand-written assessment of Video Project 1

After watching your video of Project 1 (Meyerbeer, “Coronation March”), evaluate the *improvements* of your conducting gestures: What was essentially the same in your gestures between the practice day and the assessment day, and what had noticeably changed in your gestures between these two times in front of the ensemble? Identify what you *intentionally* changed after watching your practice day video. Watch your video at least three times to adequately assess your conducting skill.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consistent Gestures</th>
<th>“Improved” Gestures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| *What did not change between the two days?*  
(list/describe) | *What did you intentionally change the second day?*  
(list/describe) |